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In this issue: 

• Important information about the compilations of Mike Ludeman 

• The Study Guide draft is complete! 

• Kroatian Korner by Henry Laessig 

• Allied Propaganda leaflets  from Bob Baltzell 

• Benjamin Beede’s new book outline! 

• And so much more! 
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INSIDE: 

 

The Compilations of Mike Ludeman – An incredible 

amount of work has been done by Mike, and what a job he 

has done.  Truly our group will be changed for the better 

for it.  Read further to find out what he has done, and how 

you can help me manage his compilations. 

 

The Revised Study Guide – Intended for new members, 

the “rough draft” is ready and available for your review 

and suggestions.  Read in the Editor’s letter where to find 

it, and how to make it better. 

 

Allied Propaganda Scans of Bab Baltzell – Some of the 

best stuff you will ever see that has been dumped by 

planes. 

 

Benjamin Beede’s Book Proposal- That man has ambition. 

Take a look at his proposed outline. 

 

Kroatian Korner by Henry Laessig- Another great exhibit. 

 

…And Trivia, Danzig, and More!!!! 

  

WELCOME! 

Perhaps our most 

important issue ever, 

with a score of new 

publications to consider. 

We also have some 

great scans from Jerry 

Crow, an intriguing 

puzzle from Gary Loew, 

and a question that set 

off a ton of debate from 

John Berger. 

Send any comments to 

ctkolker@mail.com. 

Enjoy one of our finest 

issues ever, and KEEP 

COLLECTING! 

Dues are indeed due!  

If you receive a 

written copy, mail $24 

to:  Christopher 

Kolker, 25 Parkwoods 

Drive, Norwich, CT 

06360.  MAKE CHECKS 

PAYABLE TO 

CHRISTOPHER KOLKER 

mailto:ctkolker@mail.com
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From the Editor 

Greetings, fellow philatelists: 

We have what may be our most important issue ever. First, we have received a 

series of compilations by Mike Ludeman. He has organized many of the writings 

from The Third Reich Study Group Bulletins over the years into a series of thematic 

compilations, with detailed table of contents in order to find information quickly. 

Mike has simply done an outstanding job with this, and our group should be 

forever grateful to him. 

With that said, we will have to figure out our best use of these documents. Please 

review the article about how you need to contribute to future directions in this 

matter. 

And let’s not forget the study guide. After a lot of hard work, the study guide draft 

is ready and can be downloaded on the website, at www.trsg-usa.com.  Find it on 

the main page, just below the Journal button. It’s not considered a final copy; in 

fact, I very much want you to look at it and give me suggestions for any revisions. 

Keep in mind that this guide is for the new collector to our subject matter, and 

not the advanced subspecialties collector. Hopefully, this study guide can serve as 

our main conduit in order to begin to recruit more members of the next 

generation of stamp collectors. 

I’m also pleased to announce that Kroatian Korner is back. Feedback on it has 

been excellent, and I do appreciate the fact that Mr. Laessig will continue to send 

in his information. Furthermore, the last issue’s trivia has been well received, and 

its expanded format has been a hit. 

Finally, I don’t mean to harp about the money, but dues are in fact due. If you 

receive a written copy of The Third Reich Study Group Bulletin, please send in your 

dues to: Christopher Kolker, 25 Parkwoods Dr., Norwich, CT 06360. Remember, 

checks must be made out to Christopher Kolker. 

Now sit back and enjoy our latest issue. It is an important one with the many 

publications now available to spread our passion to the greater philatelic world. 

Enjoy! 
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The Yearly Dues Letter (and a call for donations) 

 

To our esteemed members:  

 

This is the letter I hate writing, but it must be done. It’s the beginning of the year, 

so dues are now up for renewal. The cost is $24 per year if you received a written 

copy. These dues are more important than ever. 

Your dues will be put to good use. As highlighted in the rest of the Journal, we 

have several new publications as well as our new study guide that will be 

published and distributed over the next year. Professionally publishing these to 

represent our group well cost money.    Your dues money will be used for that. 

Therefore, your money will not put in a sinkhole, but will be used to spread the 

word about our wonderful group. 

For those not paying dues, I hope you’ll take a moment to consider contributing 

to the cause. Any amount is appreciated, and 100% of it goes to causes directly 

related to our group. Nothing is wasted, no administrative fees exist, and no 

salaries are paid of any kind. It’s all about the Third Reich Study Group. 

Dues for the entire year are $24, and can be paid to Christopher Kolker, 25 

Parkwoods Dr., Norwich, CT 06360. Please make checks payable to Christopher 

Kolker.  Remember, if you decide to change from getting a written copy and 

simply want to get the Journal online at www.trsg-usa.com only, just let me 

know.  I will make sure that your membership is transferred from the written 

copy to the online version.  That version remains free. 

I hope this letter finds each of you well.  I want to take this opportunity to wish 

each of you a happy New Year.  Thank you for your support 

 

Your humble Editor, 
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The Compilations of Mike Ludeman 

 

Approximately four weeks ago, I received a CD that I believe will forever change 

our club for the better. In it was a series of compilations done by Mike Ludeman, 

who, as a member of many professional philatelic societies, offers assistance 

where assistance may be needed. 

 

What Mike has done is truly nothing short of extraordinary. The number of hours 

he must have put into this is mind-boggling. He has compiled, from the TRSG 

journals, compilations of different themes in our branch of philately. This is no 

small feat; in doing so, he had to review nearly 5000 pages of material that has 

been scanned into our website to compile this information. 

 

After reviewing this, I can only say that he has done a magnificent job. His topics 

are logical, and the compilations makes sense. Furthermore, he has them detailed 

in very specific and precise table of contents, allowing the reader to quickly find 

the information he or she might need. 

 

This represents a major step forward for group. We now have in our hands 

expertly written information in a comprehensive way from various authors in the 

past and present about the topics of greatest discussion for our group. We have 

systematic, organized detailed information organized that can satisfy any expert 

in our field. 

 

Frankly, I had hoped to do exactly what he did – one day. I truly thought that a 

project like this might take 2 to 3 years for me to do, and only after the other 

websites are complete and the Danzig website had been started and completed 

as well. But Mike gave us a tremendous gift. 
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Below are the compilations that he has made for us: 

 

1. Germany Postal Rates January 30, 1933 – May 8, 1945 by Bob Ferguson. 

Taken from the TRSG Bulletin 2006. 55 pages 

2. Germany Postal Rates – Domestic Rate Examples January 30, 1933 – May 8, 

1945 by Bob Ferguson. Taken from the TRSG Bulletin. 71 pages. 

3. German Postal Rates – Foreign Rate Examples January 30, 1933 – May 8, 

1945 by Bob Ferguson taken from the TRSG Bulletins. 50 pages. 

4. Fundamentals of Feldpost Collecting by various authors. Taken from the 

TRSG Bulletins between 1999 in 2008. 148 pages. 

5. Thomas Cook and Son, Ltd. Box 506 – Lisbon Portugal and Other Activities 

During WWII. Various authors. 66 pages. 

6. Terminology, Translation, and Abbreviations Useful for Third Reich Postal 

History by various authors. 34 pages. 

7. German POWs in North America by Jim Lewis. 83 pages. 

8. Feldpost in North Africa 1941 – 1943 by Robert J. Houston. From TRSG 

Bulletin, volumes 50 and 51.  31 pages. 

9. German Field post operations in the West 1940 – 1944 [O.B. West] by John 

Painter. From volumes number 30 (1973) and number 36 (1975). 31 pages. 

10. US Censorship Reports on German Military and Postal Systems Operations 

(from records in the National Archives). Articles originally compiled by 

Benjamin R. Beede and Myron Fox. 91 pages. 

11. German Official Postal Systems in Occupied Territories. By various authors. 

114 pages. 

12. The TRSG map series. Maps originally prepared by Kelly Stefanacci and 

others.  24 pages. 

13. Gazetteer Place Name Cross Reference supplied by Myron Fox. 7 pages. 

14. US Military Intelligence Manuals and Reports on German Military 

Operations and Equipment. A bibliography of materials available on the 

Internet. Compiled by Mike Ludeman. 10 pages. 
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The next obvious question is to what to do about these. They certainly are a gift 

to the club, one that really change how we process information and write future 

articles about our subject matter. Many possibilities exist: 

1. We can simply put them on the Internet free of charge and be done with it.  

2. We can put them on the Internet, and if folks want a bound volume for 

their personal library, they can purchase it from us. 

3. We can put them on the Internet and members can have a free printed 

copy, while nonmembers would have to pay a printing fee. However, it 

needs to be said with this option, I would have to begin fundraising again, 

because the money I have left from dues would probably not cover all 

expenses. 

If we decide to go this route, I would need approximately $1500 more 

money. Because Don Unverrich been sending off the printed copies of the 

Bulletin free of charge for the last couple of years, we do have about $1600 

in saved dues money. However, to professionally print all of these volumes 

as well as the study guide would be about $3000-$3500. 

4. We could simply make them unavailable on the Internet, where people 

would have to either buy them or get them for free at special request in 

print only. 

 

Most importantly, I want to hear your opinion about how we should proceed with 

these different options. I hope to obtain a consensus from the group and then 

proceed on based on what the group would like to do. (Personally, because of the 

special nature of these volumes, I would like to see them professionally bound). 

 

As per usual, if you need to contact me, two options exist.  My e-mail is 

ctkolker@mail.com, and my address for written inquiries is 25 Parkwoods Dr., 

Norwich, CT, 06360. Please take a moment to let me know what you would like to 

do with this important development.  I would like to get your opinions in By 

March 1st! 

 
 

mailto:ctkolker@mail.com
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The Scans of Jerry Crow 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(Munich – House of German Art – Schwarte-Hellweg (the Artist) – Evening on Board) 
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“Day of the Stamp – 1942”   from the Unit Organization of German Collectors 
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A Book Proposal 
 

Benjamin Beede 
 

Hello, Chris, 
  
You can put the information in the TRSG Bulletin at your convenience. 
It needs a brief introduction, as follows: 
  
I am working on a book titled so far as “The Reichspost 1924-1945: 
Postal History and Collectibles.” The idea for the book goes back many 
years. Donald E. Slawson, who specialized in the postal history of Germany 
during the immediate post-World War II and who did fine research at the 
National Archives in Washington, D.C., wanted to put together a kind of 
encyclopedia of the German postal system as it existed just before the 
end of World War II. It was necessary to have such a book, he believed, in order to 
understand what happened in the aftermath of World War II. Not many 
people were interested in going into as much detail as he did, and he 
became frustrated, eventually turning to coin collecting. 
  
I am intending to write a narrative, not to compile an encyclopedia. 
There is much more information about the Reichspost available now 
than in the early 1970s when Don and I were talking 
about a book. When the Bundespost privatized  many 
official libraries were sold  to auction houses in Germany, and I purchased 
a good many volumes. I am still acquiring some useful books, and, of 
course, some highly important books are being published. 
  
Comments about my draft table of contents are welcome. 
  
Benjamin R. Beede 
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    Table of Contents 

 

 

 Preface 

 

I. Introduction 

 

 The Role of the Reichspost During the Weimar Republic After the 

 

End of the Inflation and During the Third Reich 

 

 History and Development of the Reichspost Between 1924 and 1945 

 

 Liability for Mail Carried  

 

 Postal Rates and Postal Rate Policy 

 

 The Reichspost and the UPU 

 

 European Postal Union 

 

II. Structure of the Reichspost 

 

 The Postal Ministry 

 

  Components 

 

 Regional Postal Administrative Areas [RPDn] 
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 Categories of Postal Installations 

 

  Post Offices 

 

  Branch Post Offices 

 

  Poststellen I 

 

  Poststellen II 

 

 Specialized Postal Facilities 

 

  Postal Checking Offices 

 

  Railway Post Offices 

 

  Telegraph and Telephone Offices 

 

  Postal Savings  

 

  Philatelic Services   

 

Other 

 

  National Printing Office 

  

 Relations with National Governmental Agencies 
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  Reichsbahn 

 

  Lufthansa 

   

  Ministries Other Than the Reichspost 

 

  

III. Categories of Mail 

 

A. Categories Without Reichspost Liability 

 

 Letter Mail 

 

  Letters Proper 

 

  Post Cards 

 

  Printed Matter 

 

  Mass Mailings 

 

  Commercial Papers 

 

  Commercial Samples 

 

  Grouped Packets [Mischsendungen] 

 

  Small Packets 
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 Other Types of Mail 

 

  Post Parcel – “Small Goods” [Postgut]  

 

Newspaper Printed Matter 

 

Other Newspaper Mail 

 

  Postal Debt Collection Order [Postauftraege] 

 

  C.O.D.  

 

   Ordinary 

 

   Subsequently Requested 

 

  Distribution of Newspapers 

 

  Railway station letters [Bahnhofsbriefe] 

 

B. Categories with Reichspost liability [Nachzuweisende  Sendungen] 

 

  Registered Mail [Einschreibsendungen] 

 

  Insured Mail [Wertsendungen] 

 

  Parcels [Paketsendungen] 

 

  Postal Money Orders [Postanweisungen] 
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   Ordinary 

 

   Telegraphic 

   

 

 IV. Other Services. 

   

  ReturnRreceipts 

 

Delivery to Addressee Only [Eigenhandig] 

 

  Posting of Mail after Normal Hours 

 

  Temporary Storage of Letter Mail 

 

  Temporary Storage of Parcels 

   

  Postal checking [Postscheck] 

 

  Postal savings [Postsparkasse] 

 

  Telephone Services 

  

  Telegraph Services 

 

  Miscellaneous Services of the DRP 

 

V. Processing Mail 
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  Posting of Mail and Reichspost Handling at the Mailing 

  Postal Installation 

 

  Franking 

 

  Receiving mail at Postal Installations 

 

   Procedures 

 

    Identification 

 

  Transmission and Sorting of Mail 

 

 

 

  Special mailing and transmission services 

 

   Express [Eildienst] 

 

 Pneumatic transmission [Rohrpost] 

 

   Airmail [Luftpost] 

 

 Streetcar transmission 

 

   Sea Mail 

 

   Railway Mail 
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  Mail delivery 

 

   Ordinary delivery 

 

    Urban 

 

    Rural 

 

   Express delivery 

 

    Urban 

 

    Rural 

 

  Neighboring Locality Traffic 

 

  Dead Letter Office 

 

  Mail to the Allied Occupied Territories 

  [Note: The reference is to the 1920s, not World War II] 

 

 

V .  Expansion of the Reichspost to Annexed Areas, 1935-1941. 

 

  Saar 

 

  Austria 
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  Sudetenland 

 

  Memel 

 

  Danzig-West Prussia 

 

  Alsace-Lorraine 

 

  Eupen-Malmedy 

 

  Luxembourg 

 

  Yugoslavia 

 

  Bialystok District 

 

VII.  Wartime measures 

 

   Emergency Communications After Air Raids      

 [Eilnachrichten] 

 

 Postal Routing Numbers [Postleitzahlen] 

 

   Major Reductions in Service 

 

    August and December 1944 and January 1945 

 

   Courier [Kurier] Service 
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  Last Months of World War II, January-May 1945    

   

 

 

 

Indexes 

 

English 

 

German [extensive, include all terms appearing on forms] 

 

  

Articles! Articles!  Articles!   We need articles from you for the 

journal.  Just send in long ones, short ones, detailed ones, or 

ones of a general overview to ctkolker@mail.com or to 

Christopher Kolker, 25 Parkwoods Dr. , Norwich, CT 06360.  See 

your name in print! 

mailto:ctkolker@mail.com
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Hi, Chris — 

I haven’t communicated with you since earlier this year when you 

republished my Bathurst article. I hope it was received well. 

I've attached 3 covers that are a topic of conversation on one of 

my Facebook postal history groups. I've got zero knowledge of 

this material. The question has arisen as to whether the indicium 

is genuine or forged. 

Can you direct me to a source within the TRSG where I might 

learn something about this handstamp and whether forgeries are 

known? If I can make a determination, I might have enough 

content for a brief note on the topic. 

Thanks for your assistance. 

Have a wonderful day! 

G 

Gary Wayne Loew 

Postal Historian 

Author of the forthcoming book, 

      Mastering Postal History 

PO Box 468101  —  Atlanta, GA 31146-8101 

GaryWLoew@gmail.com   

Cell: 973-801-3246 

Collecting Interests 

•          Gambia (Pre-Elizabeth) - postal history (both from and to) and marcophily 

•          King George V Silver Jubilee 1935 issues - postal history and marcophily 

•          Elder Dempster shipping service world-wide postal history, including covers, postcards (postally used) and ephemera 

•          Company correspondence to/from Cie Belge Maritime du Congo; the United Africa Company and Maurel et Prom 

•          British Administration Of Heraklion Crete 1898–1899 – postal history & marcophily 

•          Papua (Pre-1940) – postal history (both from and to) and marcophily 

 The more I write, the more I learn 

mailto:GaryWLoew@gmail.com
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Hello folks, 
 
It is always my pleasure to expose forgeries.  These are genuine occupied Jersey 1st day covers all 
with an additional hoheitsadler handstamp added long after the war. Temp1 is under franked and 
temp2 is over franked (2 +1/2 pence was the local cover rate) and as such were probably hand backs 

from the postal counter. Temp3 is a properly franked registered cover (5+1/2 pence was the local 
registry rate) with a provisional registry id of A 2877 which likely saw service.  It is too bad somebody 
tried to make them appear more appealing.  They're junk now but only the registered cover with the 

provisional id was originally a little better.  As far as I know, only letters A, B and C are found as 
provisional registry ids.  The lion's share of CI covers are 1st days and collectors of CI find it more 
difficult to find non-philatelic covers but they are out there.  Not all 1st days are easily identified as 

such, as these are, so one must pay attention to the 1st day of issue of each stamp found in the 
Michel Spezial cat. 
 
-Dave 
 
 
Interesting. First impression is philatelic fantasy or post-war doctoring. Perhaps the owner should 

consult one of the German experts specializing in the Channel Islands. 
Frederick Clements 
 

 

 
There are so many “nice” covers that have been reduced to nothing  by attempts to “up-
grade” them.  A recent auction, here in the Minneapolis/St. Paul area had a number of 
nice feld-post covers that had the SS runes applied  over the actual post marking 
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cancels, something that a German would never have done. One can only wonder how 
such a hand stamp would have even been applied AFTER the cover had entered the 
postal system. To make it more attractive, an additional smaller “SS feldpost” stamp 
was also applied.  These covers had many bids and went for ridiculous prices. 
Unfortunately, the poorly informed “lucky” winners will discover their folly when comes 
time to dispose of their collections. 
  
These covers, here, are similar. 
  
Ask a reasonable question,   
  
Why would someone take 3 covers showing the various rates (local letter, out of town 
letter and registered, out of town letter) within the Channel Islands, with this Nazi 
marking,  and send them to three island inhabitants who were suffering under the Nazi 
occupation?   Use reason and common sense when acquiring any philatelic item for 
more that a few dollars.  Never hurts to ask “Does this even look like something that can 
be explained in a reasonable manner?” 
  
Jerry Jensen, Past GPS President, current member of the Board 
 
 
These covers are the equivalent of the "blind" Dutch DDPN covers addressed to themselves 
by German collectors.  
 
Kees Adema 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

At left, German 1944 

Ukraine Wladimir 

Wolynsk Imperforate 

Hilfspost Stamp 

Cover, taken from 

Germanpostalhistory.

com   
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Another question, another controversy: 

 
On 10/21/2018 8:39 PM, John Berger wrote: 
Aloha All: 
  
Did stamp collectors in German Europe send themselves – or send each other – philatelic covers during 
the war with the expectation that, no matter who won the war, the philatelic covers would be worth 
something in the future? 
  
For instance, the overwhelming majority of Philippine covers postmarked during the Japanese era 
appear to be covers that collectors sent to themselves – or had favor cancelled on their behalf while 
visiting a post office. Non-philatelic covers exist but much more difficult to find 
  
Some of you may be familiar with the Da Luz covers of Hong Kong. Da Luz was a Portuguese national 
who lived in Hong Kong for most of the Japanese occupation. He claimed after the war that he had 
visited all of the Japanese-authorized post offices regularly during the occupation and given postal 
employees SASE franked with various stamps which they then favor cancelled for him. He vouched for 
his activities with a diary when that showed the dates he had visited each post office. 
  
De Luz left for Macau later in the war and stayed there until the English returned  – allegedly because he 
had heard that the Kempeitai was investigating him for some reason. 
  
An alternative origin story for the Da Luz covers is that he manufactured them after the war using stocks 
of left-over war-time stamps, war-time envelops and war-time Japanese cancellation devices that he 
obtained from former postal employees – or looters – and that he then created his diary of post office 
visits to match the dates on the covers he had created. 
  
Are Germans known to have done this? 
  
Thanks, and best wishes from Hawaii, 
  
John Berger 

 
 

Greetings John, 

It seems to me that sheer number of covers from the war, particularly those with commemorative 

& heavily surcharged stamps indicates that collectors kept on collecting.  One of my little 

sidelines is that of finding mail that's going from Germany to other occupied covers - lots of 

trading going on.   I think that at times the censors were rather down on this, but trading was 

done, or at least the creating of nice covers.  Collecting in Germany was very popular from the 

beginning and the NS regime early on cut deals with collectors.  So that the state supported big 

shows and issues lots of stamps - such promotion was seen a positive by the "philatelic 
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establishment" - and the regime.  Although the various large sets created in the midst of the war 

could hardly have been necessary except for purposes of propaganda and raising money.  I've got 

post-war mail (as soon as that was allowed again in April 1946) where German collectors are 

trying to re-connect with foreign collectors....  It's getting late, but my final comment would be 

that the whole controversy over the "last" issue of the Reich hinges on Dealers in Berlin risking 

live & limb by hauling sheets of stamps and making covers.  Admittedly much of this was done 

after the war, but stamps would have value in any case - there were many GIs who were eager 

customers.  Look through 3rd  Reich covers to be found on eBay every day - nicely franked and 

no sign of over having seen the inside of a letter box.  Excuse my ramblings - but your questions 

& speculations are what keeps us going.  Both the fun & the serious study. 

Good evening to all - Rudi 

 
On 10/22/2018 11:50 AM, Ben Beede wrote: 
Could you describe the contemporary “controversy” over the “’last’ issue of the Reich”, Rudi? 
  
I was under the impression that the matter had been settled. What is at issue today? 
  
Ben 

 
 

Your right Ben - as far as I'm concerned it has been settled.  I was not precise enough -- my point 

was really that there were dealers who at the very end of the war hauled Stamps around - that's 

how those stamps were available for later use - to manufacture post-dated covers - which were in 

demand.  So what's at issue today is an answer to John Berger's question -- did 'Germans' keep 

up with philatelic pursuits during the war and after: 

Did stamp collectors in German Europe send themselves – or send each other – philatelic covers 

during the war with the expectation that, no matter who won the war, the philatelic covers would 

be worth something in the future? 

The reason I answered John's question is that we continue to have all sorts of items pop up which 

are clearly fakes.  The fact that a plethora of  material was created during the war which has 

provided the raw material for folks to add some rubber stamps to the covers or pawn them of as 

some sort of rarities.  Ben, you could probably write plenty about that and I'm certain many GPS 

members & others could/would learn a lot from such an effort. 

Cheers - Rudi 

 
 
Thank you for your confidence, Rudi, but I doubt that I could write “plenty” about philatelic activity in 
Germany during World War II. 
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Anyone interested in the subject would be well advised to look at Hans Meyers’ Die Philatelie im 
“Dritten Reich”: Die Organisationen der Sammler und Händler 1933-1945 (2006). 
Part of the book is organized year-by-year. Organized philatelic activity certainly began declining at least 
by early 1943, when philatelic magazines stopped being published, and 
exhibitions ceased. 
  
A study of offerings in Philasearch should provide a view of what sorts of philatelic covers were being 
produced during World War II. 
  
A point to remember about the late war period is that the work-week was extremely high, fifty-four 
hours at a minimum and seventy-two hours in the armaments industry. 
Then too, shopping was a slow process, because long lines were frequent. Finally, using the black market 
was presumably a time-consuming process. Under these conditions, 
how much time was available for hobbies? Not much , I would think. 
  
In particular, I doubt people had much interest in philately during the last couple of months of the war. 
The Sicherheitsdienst, which was tasked with probing public opinion, 
reported in March 1945 that no one still believed that the war could be won. I assume that most people 
at that point wanted to look after their own interests and to stay 
out of trouble. 
  
I do seem to recall reading in issues of DBZ from the 1930s that some collectors were concerned about 
the number of stamps and cancellations being produced. 
My recollection is hazy at this point, owing to the passage of time, but I suspect the philatelic aspects of 
the annexation of the Sudetenland had something to do 
with these concerns. 
  
Ben 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The rather infamous Michel #763 

German stamps from 1941, 

showing Hitler and Mussolini 

united.  Fortunately, we all know 

how that ended! 
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Allied Propaganda 

Bob Baltzell 
 

Hi Chris, 

 

Another very interesting issue.  I printed out a couple of the TRSG brochures to take to my next 

club meeting but found I had to flip on the short side, otherwise the inside of the brochure was 

up-side-down. 

 

I attended a local stamp auction a couple of months ago and went early so I'd have time to 

examine some boxes of covers.  From the auction catalog I identified 12 boxes that sounded like 

they could contain something of interest to me. 

 

Having found nothing worth staying around for after searching through 11 boxes I was resigned 

to going home empty handed.  In the 12th box there were a couple of items but nothing worth the 

opening bid of $25 to me.  Then I saw some colorful pieces of paper buried deep among the 

covers and silently yelled "eureka", not wanting to tip anyone else to what I found.  I have been 

looking for propaganda leaflets that were dropped on Axis forces for quite a while.  After the 

auction was over I discovered that another person had also found the leaflets in the box but I was 

more determined than he was so I won the prize. 

 

Attached are scans of the brochure (USG 4) that I now proudly possess.  I'll send the leaflets 

(USG 19 & USG ?) in a separate email since Yahoo limits attachments to 10mb.  What makes 

these very special is that a crew member of the aircraft made notations of where and when they 

were dropped.  One even has the aircraft number included and another appears to be signed 

"Frank Wolfe Farley(?)".  From what I have been able to find so far this aircraft was a 

Lockheed/Vega B-17G Flying Fortress that survived the war. I took these to my stamp club 

meeting and passed out information about the TRSG. 

 

Regards, 

Bob 
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Bob – These are absolutely fantastic images.   Thank you so very much for sending them in. 

 

-  Your Editor 
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Trivia 
 
World War II trivia- there really is nothing better, right?  But with so much going 
on, it can be easy to lose focus, and not really learn about any one topic.  With 
that in mind, try these ten little questions about the SS, some of the scariest 
folks that have ever walked the earth.   Do you think you know something about 
them?  These questions are designed to leave even the most learned scholar 
scratching his or her head.  See what you can do: 

 

 

 

1. The Waffen-SS was under the control of Heinrich Himmler before 

the start of WWII (though under a different name), but later fell 

under tactical control of the High Command of the Armed Forces, 

and it was always considered to be an "elite" unit. It consisted of 

Aryans only (often loosely defined). 
 

 True 

 False 

 

2. In June 1934, what event took place that established the 

supremacy of the SS over its rival faction, the SA (the 

Sturmabteilung or Stormtroopers)? 
 

 The Night Of The Broken Glass 

 The Invasion Of Poland 

 The Beer Hall Putsch 

 The Night Of Long Knives 
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3. What particular group of people made up the 'Sonderkommando' 

or 'special units' that oversaw the removal of bodies from the gas 

chambers to the ovens in the extermination camps? 
 

 Poles 

 Russians 

 Czechs 

 Jews 

 

4. There were many different branches of SS troops, and during the 

later years of World War II the largest branch - the Waffen SS - 

served as combat troops, while others were found in a variety of 

roles. Which branch was responsible for administering the Nazi 

concentration camps and extermination camps? 
 

 Army Group B 

 Death's Head Units 

 Sturmabteilung (SA) 

 Freikorps 

 

5. As WWII drew to a close in Europe, many SS members, along with 

others in the Nazi leadership hierarchy, escaped to South America. 

What was the name of the organization that they developed to 

assist them in their plans to flee? 
 

 BAVARIA 

 CASPIAN 

 ODESSA 

 ANKARA 

 

6. What type of units were the "Einsatzgruppen"? 
 

 SA special forces 
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 Himmler's personal army 

 Abwehr troops 

 Mobile SS death squads 

 

7. 73 of a total of 75 members of the Waffen-SS were charged with 

war crimes as the result of one infamous massacre of U.S. troops 

during the Battle of the Bulge. In what Belgian town did this atrocity 

occur? 
 

 Malmédy 

 Leige 

 St. Vith 

 Stavelot 

 

8. "The Road to Heaven" was a path upon which Jewish prisoners 

were marched naked as they entered the gas chambers. The "Road 

to Heaven" was the name of several such paths, but at which camp 

in Poland was the most well-known of these sickeningly named 

"roads" to be found? 
 

 Treblinka 

 Sobibor 

 Chelmno 

 Belzec 

 

9. One of Hitler's most remarkably dedicated sadists, Klaus Barbie, 

"The Butcher of Lyon" was the SS officer in charge of the Gestapo in 

Lyon, France. Adolf Hitler himself awarded Barbie with the "Iron 

Cross First Class with Swords" for his especially brutal and cruel 

crimes against humanity. 
 

 True 

 False 
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10. Eric Brown, a British naval pilot, who interviewed some Nazis for 

the Belsen Trials, once described this female SS guard at 

concentration camps at Ravensbrück, Auschwitz, and Bergen-Belsen 

as "the worst human being I have ever met." Who was this former 

SS guard? 
 

 Juana Bormann 

 Irma Grese 

 Elisabeth Volkenrath 

 Ilse Koch 
 

 

 

 

 

 1.  The answer is False  

 

 

As the war progressed, Hitler began to allow foreign membership in his exclusive 

little 'club' of elite military forces. This was largely due to the fact that many "true 

Aryans" died during the course of the war, (especially after the Nazi's invasion of 

Russia), and people were needed to replace them. While Jews and Poles were 

excluded from belonging to this military branch, (as if they would have wanted 

to!), various people from other nationalities were allowed to enter the ranks of 

the SS. By the end of the war, over 60% of the Waffen-SS was of foreign 

extraction. 

 

The Waffen SS was NEVER considered to be a part of any of the branches of the 

regular military; Army, Navy, Air Force or otherwise. These branches of the 

military were not allowed to recruit from other nations, but the SS had its own 

rules, which allowed it to function as a kind of foreign legion.  

 

The SS was essentially Hitler's own "private army", to do with as he wished. 
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2.  The correct answer is The Night of Long Knives  

 

 

In June, 1934 during the Night of the Long Knives, the purge of the 

Sturmabteilung (SA) began and was finished, with nearly all of its leadership 

purged, (read: dead) at the hands of the SS. In addition, the occasion was used to 

kill some perceived enemies of the Nazis. 

 

3. The correct answer is Jews 

Sonderkommandos, 'special units' (in the euphemistic language of Nazi 

Germany), were work units that were comprised of Jewish death camp prisoners 

who were forced (on threat of their own deaths), to help with the disposal of the 

bodies of gas chamber victims by placing their bodies into the waiting ovens. 

Usually, once these prisoners grew mentally weary, lost their minds, or simply 

became physically unable to carry out their tasks, they too were sent on to the 

gas chambers and the ovens and replaced. Thus the cycle of execution repeated 

itself with true Nazi efficiency. 

 

'Sonderkommandos' were quite different from the 'SS Sonderkommandos' in that 

the former consisted of Jewish inmates held within the extermination camps, 

while the latter was comprised of Nazi SS troops. 

 

4.  The correct answer is Death's Head Units  

 

 

The SS units called Totenkopfverbände (SS-TV) or in English "Death's-Head Units" 

took their name from their insignia. This branch of the SS organization was the 

one charged with overseeing the Nazi concentration camps.  

 

These units, together with squads drawn from the SD (Sicherheitsdienst - Security 

Service) were tasked with implementing the "Final Solution", the planned 

extermination of all Jews in territory under German control. It operated as an 

independent unit within the SS itself, autonomous in its activities, running camps 
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like Dachau and Buchenwald in Germany proper; Auschwitz in German-occupied 

Poland and Mauthausen in Austria as well as several other camps, Treblinka, 

Belzec and Sobibor. (The last three were 'extermination' camps and served no 

purpose other than killing new arrivals as soon as possible, as opposed to being 

merely labeled 'labor' or 'concentration' camps where people were often worked 

to death on grossly inadequate rations). 

 

5.  The correct answer is ODESSA 

ODESSA was an acronym of the words "Organisation der ehemaligen SS-

Angehörigen", which translates into English as the "Organization of Former 

Members of the SS". 

 

This organization was developed by and for members of the Nazi regime with the 

express purpose of providing aid to those who were anticipated to survive and be 

able to escape the manhunts performed by the Allies at the war's end. 

 

There were (and continue to be) those who deny the very existence of such a 

clandestine operation as ODESSA. Others however have suggested that it was a 

network of operations. Regardless of the name(s) of the organization under 

which many Nazis escaped, largely to South America, they were aided by some 

such organization. Some of those helped in this manner included the likes of 

such people as Franz Stangl, the former commandant of the Treblinka 

extermination camp, Adolf Eichmann (who also escaped to South America), and 

possibly Gustav Franz Wagner, a former deputy commandant at Sobibor 

extermination camp. 

 

 6.  The correct answer is Mobile SS death squads 

The "Einsatzgruppen" were under control of the SS, even before the start of 

WWII. This was the German name for 'task forces' or more accurately, 'death 

squads' or "mobile killing units". This "paramilitary" force was often comprised of 

a bunch of rag-tag regular army rejects who were responsible for many mass 

killings, initially by shooting, although later they used mobile gas chambers to 

conduct some of the mass murders. 
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According to their own records, they murdered more than a million people, 

nearly all of them civilians, as the Nazis invaded other countries throughout 

Europe. Starting in Poland, the Einsatzgruppen killed most of the Polish 

intelligentsia. They then rapidly moved on to killing Jews, Gypsies and others, in 

East European territories that the Nazis controlled. 

 

 7.  The correct answer is Malmédy  

 

 

Known as the Malmédy Massacre, this event occurred on the second day of the 

Battle of the Bulge, December 17, 1944. SS troops herded a group of American 

soldiers into an open field near the Belgian town of Malmédy, where they allowed 

the prisoners to climb out of the back of the military trucks in which they were 

being transported. The POWs were lined up and the Germans suddenly opened 

fire on them, killing somewhere between 90 and 130 of them. (Exact numbers 

have never been determined.) 

 

Some of those who still showed signs of life had even more rounds pumped into 

them. A small fraction of the prisoners escaped, some into a nearby cafe. Those 

were ousted after the building was set on fire and then they were executed as 

well. A handful escaped entirely, and soon the stories they related were spread 

like wildfire throughout the U.S. forces, galvanizing them into even more 

determined efforts to defeat their enemy and sealing among them an emotional 

philosophy of merciless retribution. If any U.S. soldiers had entertained favorable 

ideas about their possible treatment at the hands of the Nazis if captured, this 

action at Malmédy cleared those doubts immediately. 

 

8.  The correct answer is Sobibor 

Sobibor was deliberately tucked away in a little-traveled part of Poland, in an 

effort to prevent prying eyes from seeing what was happening.  

 

Up to 250,000 people were murdered there, the vast majority of them being Jews. 

Only 64 survivors of Sobibor have ever been known.  
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An in-house revolt by Jewish prisoners, led by Leon Feldhendler and Alexander 

Pechersky, was launched on October 14, 1943. In the fighting, 11 of the roughly 

30 SS men and a number of Ukrainian guards were killed. Three hundred Jews 

escaped, but many were killed in the minefields that surrounded the camp while 

dozens more were hunted down over the next few days.  

 

Following the revolt, the camp was demolished later that same month and the 

site was then disguised as a farm. The SS also planted hundreds of trees over the 

site in an effort to disguise its former use. 

 

In 2001, a group of Polish researchers, archaeologists and historians began 

excavating the Sobibor site. Little information was gleaned because of the 

intensive clean-up conducted by the SS when the camp was closed. In 2007, an 

Israeli archaeologist named Yoram Haimi joined the investigation. 

 

By August 2012, he and his team had uncovered a number of artifacts that were 

probably some of the last possessions of the prisoners. Amid the teeth, pieces of 

bone, and ashes through which they sifted they have recovered jewelry and other 

small items that have helped to identify some of the victims.  

 

Yoram Haimi is quoted as saying, "Because of the lack of information about 

Sobibor, every little piece of information is significant. No one knew where the 

gas chambers were. The Germans didn't want anyone to find out what was there. 

But thanks to what we have done, they didn't succeed." 

 

9.  The correct answer is true 

A truly horrible man!  

 

Read below some of the accounts of Klaus Barbie's treatment of his victims: 

 

"He was caressing the cat. And me, a kid 13 years old, I could not imagine that he 

could be evil because he loved animals. I was tortured by him for eight days."  

 

Klaus Barbie dragged 13 year-old Simone Lagrange out of her prison cell each 
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day, yanked her by the hair, and beat upon her open wounds in an effort to 

obtain information.) 

 

And this one... 

 

Lise Lesevre told how Klaus Barbie had once tortured her for nine straight days, 

beating her severely and nearly drowning her in a bathtub. She was hung up by 

handcuffs that had spikes attached inside them and was beaten with a rubber bar 

... He eventually broke one of the vertebrae in her back.  

 

Klaus Barbie personally tortured his prisoners and was blamed for the deaths of 

at least 4,000 people! No shirker was he! 

 

Two of his most infamous crimes involved his capture of forty four French-Jewish 

children, whom he had sent to Auschwitz concentration camp to be burnt in the 

ovens immediately upon their arrival at the camp, and he also orchestrated the 

arrest and torture-to-the-death of Jean Moulin, one of the highest ranking 

members of the French Resistance. 

 

A true blemish for American foreign policy of the 1940s: 

After the war, he was recruited by the Allies (I have to wonder why?) and worked 

for the British until 1947, at which time he began to work for the Americans. He 

was protected by the American intelligence community, supposedly because of 

his so-called "police skills" and his ardent anti-Communism.  

With the aid of the Americans, he fled from prosecution in France in 1950 and 

relocated to South America together with his wife and children.  

 

Years later, during his 1987 trial he boldly stated - "When I stand before the 

throne of God I shall be judged innocent."  

 

Klaus Barbie was sentenced to life imprisonment in 1987 after his extradition to 

France for crimes against humanity. He died in prison of leukemia four years later, 

at the ripe old age of 77. 

 

10.  The correct answer was Irma Grese 
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Known alternately as "The Beast of Belsen", "The Beautiful Beast", and as "Die 

Hyäne von Auschwitz" (The Hyena of Auschwitz), 22 year-old Irma Grese was the 

youngest woman executed under British law in the 20th century. 

 

She was intensely sadistic and utterly depraved. 

 

During the Belsen trials of 1945, some of the survivors of the atrocities committed 

at the camp gave testimony of the murders, tortures, and other cruelties that 

Irma Grese had participated in during her years at Auschwitz and at Bergen-

Belsen. They spoke of her sadism, the beatings, mutilation and arbitrary 

shootings of prisoners, and of her dogs, which were reputedly half-starved in 

order to make them more vicious whenever she would use them to attack 

prisoners. On 13 December 1945, Irma Grese was led to the gallows where she, 

Bormann and Volkenrath were hanged, one by one, she being the first to hang. 

(taken from funtrivia.com) 

 

 

Belgium 1943 Occupation Stamps, from Cherrystonestamps.com 
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For Sale 

 

We do have a few items for sale: 

 

Mail Surveillance under the Third Reich by R.J. Houston.  35 pages. $15. 

 

German Feldpost Operations in the West 1940-1944 by John Painter. 2004. 60 

total pages. $20. 

 

The War of the Springing Tiger by Jeffrey Markem, about Azad Hind stamps and 

the fight for India’s Independence. $10. 

 

Composition Listing of Organic German Military Units, 1980. $15. 

 

Each of these are expertly written, filled with details that obviously took scores of 

hours to research.  All proceeds go only to Third Reich Study Group.  It is first 

come /first come serve, and if we get down to one copy, I will get more printed 

(but that could delay shipping by a week or so if it happens). 

 

E-mail me at ctkolker@mail.com or write to: Christopher Kolker, 25 Parkwoods 

Drive, Norwich, CT 06360, for orders or for questions. 

 

Thanks!!!! 

 

 

 

mailto:ctkolker@mail.com

